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Abstract: The theoretical and experimental results of one dimensional (1 D) terahertz (THz) filter were introduced
based on photonic band gap structures. The periodic structures were fabricated by artificial stacking method. The
polytetrafluoroethylene or polyethylene slices were used as high refractive index layers , and the alloy slices with hole
in center were used as air layers. The transmission spectra were measured by a terahertz time domain spectroscopy.
The measured frequency range was

o.

1-0. 9 THz. The measured results consisted well with the simulated data.

Based on theoretical and experimental data , a band-stop filter with central frequency at
fabricated by polyethylene (PE). The duty cycle was

o. 08

o. 5 ,

o. 3

THz was designed and

and the period was 400μm. The 3 dB bandwidth was

THz , which was close to the simulated result (0. 07 THz).
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In recent years , the interests in terahertz (THz) radiation

wave[1-2 J • It has the advantages of wide frequency band , good

have arisen extensively. The THz frequency band is from 0.1 THz

coherence , low energy and good penetrability and has been widely

to 10 THz , which lies between far-infrared wave to millimeter-

applied in medical diagnosis [3 ] , astronomy [4 J , safety inspec-
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tion[5-7 J , nondestructive testing[8-9 J , communication field[ lO J and

Table 1
表1

being able to manipulate THz radiation with simple methods would
verγattractive.

The BG region and width of PBG structures

made by PTFE or PE with duty cycle r/ d =0.5

so on. Interest in the use of THz radiation is extensive , thus
be
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PTFE 和PE 构 成 的 一 维周 期 性 结构 的 带 隙 位 置 和
宽度，占空比为 0 . 5

The THz photonic devices designed based on

photonic band gap (PBG) structures are the prior choices [11-12J •

material

PTFE , n = 1.35

PE , n = 1.52

fa = 0.38-0.47

fa = o. 35-0.45

This paper presented a theoretical and experimental study of
the fabrication parameters for one dimensional (1 D) terahertz
The simulation showed that by altering the

BG region

(ilfo =0.09)

(ilfo=0.10)

material refractive index (n) , period (d) , and duty cycle (rid , r

and width

fa = 0.83-0.87

fa = O.76-0. 83

photonic filter.

is the thickness of the material layer) , the position and width of

(ilfo =0.04)

each band gap would change obviously. We fabricated a series of

( il fa

=O. 07 )

1D PBG structures by using an artificial stacking method and
measured the transmission spectra of these samples in the range of

In the simulations , the band gap is shown in the form of nor-

O. 1-0. 9 THz. The experimental results were consistent with the

malized frequency fa. The actual measured frequency for each

simulations. A band-stop filter with central frequency at 0.3 THz
was designed and fabricated by polyethylene (PE). The duty cy-

band gap f needs to be transformed using equation f = facld.
Here c = 3 X 10 8 m/ s is the velocity of light , d is the period of the

cle was o. 5 and the period was 400μm. The measured band gap

structure. Since f is inversely proportional to the period d , the

region of the filter was O. 27 - o. 35 THz , which was close to the

measured central frequency

simulated data (0. 27 - O. 34 THz) .

frequency as the period increases when the duty cycle is fixed.

1

table 2. The PBG structures are constructed by alternating stac-

f

of band gap should move to lower

The effect of duty cycle on BG region and width is shown in

Simulation

king PE and air layers with different duty cycles. The central freFigure 1 shows the 1D PBG structure. It is made of several
alternating stacking layers with two refractive indices. The white

quency of each band gap moves toward lower frequency as the duty cycle increases.

stripe indicates material with low n value , the gray stripe indicates
material with high n value. In our simulations ,

polytetr址luoroeth

Table 2

ylene (凹FE ， n = 1. 35) or polyethylene (PE , n = 1. 52) is

The BG region and width of samples made
by PE with different duty cycles

used as high n material , and air layer is used as low n materia l.

表2

不 同 占 空 比 PE 构 成 的 一 维周 期 性 结构 的
带隙位置与宽度

The photonic band gap structures of 1D photonic crystal are calculated using the plane wave expansion method. In 1D PBG structure , the position and the width of each band gap will change if
the material refractive index , period , or duty cycle is changed.
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rid =0.7

fa =0.38-

fa =0.35-

fo=0.33-

0.49

0.45

0.40

(4元 = O. 11)

(4元 = 0.10)

(ilfo = O.07 )

fa =0.83-

fa =0.76-

fa =0.68-

0.90

0.83

0.78

(4元 = 0 . 07 )

(4元 = 0 . 07 )

(ilfo = O. 10)
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The schematic structure of one dimensional
图 1

rid =0. 5

regIon
width

Fig. 1

rid =0. 3

duty cycle

The transmission spectra measurements have been carried out

The effect of material refractive index on the PBG structure is

by a terahertz time domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS ) [山4 J • As

firstly investigated. Table 1 shows the band gap (BG) regions

shown in figure 2 , an Ti:sapphire femto-second laser beam is split

and widths of PTFE and PE PBG samples. It can be seen that the

into two beams in the pump-probe scheme. The THz source is

band gap central frequency moves to lower frequency and the

generated by the strong pump beam on a biased GaAs wide aper-

width of the band gap increases when n increases.

ture antenna. The PBG sample is put 11 mm away from the GaAs
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emitter surface , where the diameter of THz wave spot is about 2
mm. The transmitted THz wave is collected onto another GaAs
。

detector by a couple of reflecting mirrors. The other weak beam

吧闰

from femto-second laser is a probe beam , which reaches the de-

、、、

H=国口。H@而 句3

tector at the same time. By changing the delay line , the terahertz
transmission signal of the sample in the time domain is amplified
by the lock-in amplifier and recorded by the computer. By Fourier
transform , the corresponding THz transmission spectra in the fre-

••

=节Uh@目同

6

quency domain can be obtained. The measuring frequency range

-9

is O. 1-0.9 THz.
According to the theoretical results , we fabricate the related

0.2

PBG structures using PTFE or PE by artificial stacking method.

0.4
0.6
frequency / THz

0.8

The material slices with different thickness are prepared by mechanical machining. The slice area is 20 mm X 20 mm , and the
thickness 飞raries

Fig. 3

Transmission spectra of PE

with

different period numbers

from 200 to 400μm. The thickness deviation of
图3

the slices is less than 1% after precise polishing.

s组nples

不 同 周 期 数 PE 样 品 的 THz 透 射谱

A series of metal alloy slices with different thickness are also
prepared. There is a hole with diameter of 10 mm at the center of
these slices. It can be used as air layers in the PBG structures.
The 1D periodic structure was then

fo口ned

with alternating stac-

king air layer and material layer , which is shown in the inset of

but the center of the band gap varies little. For the photonic
crystal with infinite period , the attenuation should be 100%.
However , in practice , people often use 3 dB bandwidth to
characterize the filtering property of the related filter. That is , the
bandwidth in which the intensity attenuation is above 50% rela-

figure 2.

tive to the background intensity. According to the results in figure
3 , we set the period number as eight in the following measurements , with which the intensity attenuation at the BG central frequencies can reach above 850毛 .
In order to study the actual effects of material refractive index on the PBG structure , the transmission spectra of PTFE

生♀

. IMs

(dash line) and PE (solid line) PBG samples have been
measured , which are shown in figure 4. The duty cycle is 0.67 ,
and the period is

300μm.

The experimental BG central frequen-

cies for PE sample are 0.36 and 0.75 THz. The 3 dB bandwidths
are O. 10 and

o. 08

THz. As comparison , the measured BG cen-

tral frequencies for PTFE sample are 0.37 and 0.81 THz with 3
dB bandwidths of 0.08 and 0.05 THz. This experimental result
agrees well with the simulated result in table 1 , in which the BG
frequency increases and the width of the band gap decreases when

n decreases.

Fig. 2
图 2

Experimental setup of the THz

As shown in figure 4 , the PE sample behaves better than PT-

transmission spectra

FE sample in the case of wave filtering since it has deeper intensi-

THz 透射光 谱 的 测 试装 置

ty attenuation with the same duty cycle and period. Thus , in the
following measurements , PE samples fabricated with different duty

We firstly investigate the relationship between the output signal intensity and the period numbers (N) , which is shown in

cycles and periods have been investigated.
The transmission spectra of PE samples with duty cycle of

figure 3. The material is PE. The output intensity I is normalized

O. 5 (solid line) and

by the background signal without sample 10 • The intensity attenua-

The period is

tion is defined as 10lg (1110) , the unit is dB.

It can be seen that when the period number increases , the
intensity attenuation in the band gap region increases obviously ,

o. 67

600μm.

(dash line) are shown in figure 5.

The simulated and experimental results

are list in table 3. The difference between measured results and
simulated results is tiny. And the BG region moves to lower frequency side as the duty cycle increases.
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perimental results are list in table 4. The experimental results
consist well with the simulated data.
。
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d=600 μ m

0.2

Transmission spectra of PTFE and

0.4

0.6

0.8

frequency I THz

PE PBG samples
图 4

300 μm

d=450 μ m

-21

frequency I THz

Fig. 4

-3
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Fig. 6

PTFE 和PE 样 品 的THz 透射谱

Transmission spectra of PE

s组nples

with

different periods
图 6

不 同 周 期 时 PE 样 品 的 THz 透 射谱

。

Table 4

-3
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The simulated BG regions and experimental

results of PE
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表4

-9

dl μm
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s组nples

with different periods

不 同 周 期 下 PE 样 品 带 隙位 置 的 理 论值 与 测 量值

BG region I THz
simul.

0.33-0.40

0.69-0.79

expt.

0.31-0.41

0.71-0.79

simul.

0.23-0.27

0.46-0.53

0.72-0.77

expt.

0.21-0.26

0.43-0.49

0.68-0.70

simul.

0.17-0.20

0.35-0.40

0.54-0.57

expt.

0.16-0.19

0.33-0.38

0.52-0.56

300μm

-15
一18

450μm

frequency I THz

Fig. 5

Transmission spectra of PE samples with

600μm

different duty cycle
图 5

Table 3

不 同 占 空 比 时 PE 样 品 的 THz 透射谱

The simulated BG regions and experimental

results of PE samples with different duty cycles
表3

不 同 占 空 比 时 PE 样 品 带 隙 位 置 的 理 论值 与 测 量值

rid

BG region I THz

Since the measured frequency I is inversely proportional to
the period , the central frequency difference (ill! = 元。o - 1450) of
300 and

450μm

PBG structures should be two times larger than

that (il12 = 1450 - 1600) of 600 and 450μm samples (ill! =24元 ) .
In figure 6 , for the first central frequency group (marked by open
triangles) , ill! = O. 12 THz ， 刷 版 = O.06 THz. For the second

simul.

0.17-0.22

0.38-0.41

0.58-0.61

expt.

0.16-0.22

0.38-0.40

0.56-0.59

0.50
simul.

0.17-0.20

0.35-0.40

0.54-0.57

expt.

0.16-0.19

0.33-0.38

0.52-0.56

central frequency group (marked by open circles) , ill! = O. 29
THz , and ill2 = O. 11 THz. Both two groups of data confirm the inverse relationship betweenfrequency and period.

0.67

According to the above theoretical and experimental investigations , we can design and fabricate 1D THz band -stop filter
based on PBG structures in any designated wavelength. For exam-

Figure 6 shows the transmission spectra of PE samples with

pIe , we have fabricated a band-stop filter centered at 0.3 THz

300μm ，

with alternating stacking PE and air layers , which is in our

and the dot line represents 600

measurement range. The duty cycle is 0.5 and the period is 400

different period. The solid line indicates the period is
the dash line represents
μm.

450μm ，

The duty cycle is 0.67. The simulated BG regions and ex-

μm.

The 3dB bandwidth is O. 08 THz , and the measured band
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gap region is

O. 27 -0. 35 THz , as shown in figure 7. The

measured result agrees well with the simulated result (0.27-0.34
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